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Human Rights Specialist Joins UB Law Faculty
by Wendy Cohen

" Halfway through my law
school career, I discovered
human rights law. It was as if I
had found a home, somewhere
I could be comfortable," explains Professor Kathleen
Rimar, director of the Law
School's International · Human
Rights clinic·.
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Professor Rimar, who has
been a member of the Franciscan Sisters since 1964, first
became involved in social

justice issues through her work
at the Center for Justice in Buffalo. The Center for Justice is
an educational organization,
sponsored by the religious
community in the Buffalo
' area . At the Center, she
became
involved
with
"whatever kind of matter
which came along," including
a boycott of the Nestle C<Jm·
pany, and work in the cor,porate respons1·b·i·
11ty area .
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amo1,1nt of impact," she said,
adding " I always found other
law int.eresting, but not
something to spend my life 'in. "
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The ten students enrolled in
her cfinic "deal with real situa
tions of international human ·
rights violations," says Pro- ·
fessor Rimar. Human rights
violations range from torture,
and detaining people without
trial, to refusal to allow unions
to organize . Students prepare
complaints for the United Na
tions on behalf of their clients,
who last year came from coun
tries such as South Korea and
Pakistan . Students are current
ly working on a study of child
labor in the United States, and
a human rights analysi s of con
ditions in Sri Lanka .
" I think the clinic is impor
tant for two reasons," Pro
fessor Rimar said . The first
reason is that students may be
able to help someone, and the
second is that " it makes a dif
ference in making -students
aware of what they can do as
practicing attorneys ."
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UB Law School w ,,Jcomes new staff
Professor Rimar continued, other countries," she said.
pointing out that because
" We get clients in a number
" there's no money in it," most of ways; sometimes the
lawyers who handle human students themselves suggest
rights cases do so on a pro an area," she said. '" Most of
bono basis. " You' re dealing the time, " however, " we con
with people who don' t have tact groups like the Lawyer's
anything. Your clients are Committee for International
political refugees, or people in
cont 'd. on page seven
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"The function of a free press is to comfort
the afflicted and afflict the comfortable."
-H .L. Mencken
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Strong Student Turnout Elects Romeo President
by Bill Sharp

Just after 11 p.m . on that
special Wednesday evening,
-three puffs of white -smoke
wafted from the third floor
window and spiraled gently to
the roof of the law school
building. The crowd waiting
outside roared their approval.
"Hooray, we have a new S.B.A.
President," they shouted. _ I

success, both in terms of voter the election seriously and by should work within their pre chairmanship of the finance
turnout • and candidate par all indications expects the new sent budget allocations , committee as well. After some
ticipation. In two days of S. B.A. officers' to assume their although that determination serious discussions with last
heavy balloting, 479 students positions with the same will be made after S.B.A. year's budget chief Joe Ruh
or about 56 percent of the law seriousness and sense of com Treasurer Sara Hunt and the (now the school's Financial Aid
final)ce committee make their officer), Sara appears to have
school cast their lot among a mitment.
Robin Romeo, a 23-year-old, recommendations to the the intricacies of the
crowded field of candidates .
By S.B.A . standards, the tur second-year student, was board . Some of Robin's plans budgetary process under con
nout was quite large and a elected the new S.B.A . Presi include scheduling semi  trol. Last week, she held man
clear reversal of the dismal dent. A Western New York formal faculty-student parties, datory meetings with the stu
showings of recent years. Also, native, Robin developed her conducting tours of the dent groups.
Joe McBride was elected
this year almost all offices leadership skills as president of downtown Buffalo court
her high school senior class, as system and possibly organizing Vice-President of the S.B.A.; he
editor-in-chief of the yearbook a trip to see the United States served as a director during his
and as a steward in last spring's Supreme Court in Washington, first year. McBride's ability to
hang his posters on the ceiling
S.U.S .T .A . campaign . After D.C.
As Treasurer of the S.B.A., of Room 106 was surely one
graduating from U.B. with a
degree in English, she spent a Sara Hunt assumes the second element of his election suc
year in California working with (some say first) most powerful cess.
Mark " I Can ' t Type "
author Tom Robbins (Only position in the organization .
Cowgirls Get the Blues) on his Sara, who was this year's co Reisman was elected S.B.A.
latest novel, now in print, Still chairperson of the Freshman Secretary. Mark received the
Life With a Woodpecker. She is Orientation Committee, won most votes of any candidate.
married (but has retained her her seat by the largest margin However, he was uncontested
maiden name) and works part in any contested race. Under in his bid for office. Mark was
time as an aide in the place the S. B.A . by-laws, Sara also a first ye~r director last
automatically assumes the year.
ment office.
One of her goals as S.B.A.
President is to work with the
Board of Directors to better
represent law students' needs
Second-Year Directors
to the ;,idministration. Robin
President
Jeff Eisenberg
believes the director's role is to
Robin Romeo
Sylvia Fordice
make frequent contact with
Joyce Funda
the students in order to ascer
Vice-President
Julia Garver
tain their views and then to ac
Joe McBride
Carol Guck
tively work for those interests.
Rich Wiebe
As President, her role will be
Treasurer
Third-Year Directors
that of "chief instigator" of
Sara Hunt
board action . She thinks this
Bill Altreuter
Tom Catalano
year's directors are " strong,
Secretary
pho 10 hy I t•t• llt•r~t•r
Matthew Modica
vital" persons who ~an make
of office
Mark Reisman
inroads on the students '
Dale Margulis
Sherwin Suss
,
were contested and the behalf. As an incentive to
First-Year Directors
Mary Wong
margins of victory, especially work, only active directors will
Timothy Brock
among first and second year receive keys to the S.B.A. of
Faculty/Student Relations
Jan Davidoff
director candidates, proved to fice. Robin also hopes to pro
Irene Hirata
Board
be extremely close; some races mote better relations with the
Cindy Niad
Jack Hains
·
were won by two and three faculty and alumni.
Julie Rosenblum
Ron Osson
A fiscal conservative, Robin
vote marains .
Rob Turkewitz
John Stegmayer
The law student body took thinks that the student groups

SBA Election Results

New Prez prepares to take reins
turned from the window and
extinguished my ciaarette in
one- of Mr. Wallin's ~shtrays.
The other ballot counters were
already on the phones to the
candidates. It had all gone
very smoothly.
The S.B.A. elections were a
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Editorial

Squire Should Stay
Squire Hall. An architec tural monstrosity that rises
Phoenix-like from the featureless Buffalo plain . The
building certainly cannot be defended on any aesthetic
grounds. But while it is not pleasing to the eye, Squire Hall
does serve the very important purpose of being the
University · of Buffalo' s only centrally located student
union .
Notwithstanding administration-sanctioned student
population surveys, the center of student social life is and
will continue to be in the Main Street area . The majority
of students living off-campus will continue to reside in the
Bailey-Main-Kenmore triangle. The most favored watering
holes are in this area . Main Street will continue as the
staging area for the Main-Amherst shuttlebus . Important
services, such as financial aid and health care will carry
on from their current quarters. Students will still convene
on Main Street for a quick round of tennis or intramural
competition . In short, Main Street will continue to be the
locus of a great variety of student activity. The Main
Street Campus will continue to be proximate to the great
mass of off-campus students and commuters alike . For
these reasons, it is imperative that the Squire Hall Student
Union remain in operation .
Mr. Robert Ketter's tenure as President of SUNY/AB has
been characterized by grandiose schemes based on faulty
fiscal and demographic projections . The plans for the
North Campus appear to have been drawn up by a
demented Southern California architect secure in his
belief gasoline would hold steady at 32 cents a gallon. The
Amherst Campus is a boondoggle of unprecedented pro
portions; it is the Brasilia of the Niagara Frontier.
It should be now apparent, even to those as unrespon
sive to reality as Ketter and his minions, that the Amherst
Campus was built in the wrong place (an exurban swamp)
at the wrong time (the energy costly seventies and
eighties). There will be no mass exodus of students from
the cheap cozy housing of the Main Street area to the pre
fab, shag carpeted, mock Tudor rabbit warrens of
Amherst and North Tonawanda . The majority of UB
sturients will continue to use and enjoy the Squire Hall
facilities .

o«ober 7, l.9JIU

President Called Reactionary
by Marc Ganz

Americans who voted for him .
He has not sliced the middle
I vividly reJ}lember reading class tax rate because of social
the front-page lead in the security tax ' increases. He has
Village Voice approximately cut the tax rates for his_friends
eighteen months ago. It read, and has also made dramatic
"The ship of state is at sea and reversals in estate tax policy
there's an asshole at the by reducing the tax rates on
helm!" I remember calling large estates. Corporate taxes
friends and laughing with them will also go down. In the midst
at the joy we got seeing Jimmy of hearing Reagan talk about a
Carter ridiculed by the balanced budget last week, I
populist periodical.
also read that the defense
Yet since Carter left office, budget was being doubled by
we have seen a shift from 1986.
asshole to actor at ship's helm.
Actor Ronald Reagan can
I have long since stopped not talk his way out of the
laughing at Jimmy Carter. drama; too many people will
Rather, I now observe be hurt by Reaganomics. The
Americans "as they rise from people most affected will
the dense complacency that react with passion unheard of
had characterized Carter's in Carter's era.
presidency. Lower income per
Here are the issues that they
sons, third world persons, will use:
unionists and other constituen
1. Social Security cutbacks
cies have awakened to see - Reagan has proposed reduc
many of their favorite pro ing benefits for those who
grams decimated, while the retire before 65, deferring the
wealthy see their tax rates go cost-o.f-living-increases for reci
d?,wn in what one observer pients and ending the
called "the largest raid by the minimum benefits for the most
United States govement since needy entitled persons. Senior
citizens will support can
D-Day."
We all remember laughing didates who support social
during the campaign when security entitlements to the
Reagan promised increased fullest extent possible. This
defense spending, reduced does not include f>resident
taxes for the wealthy and a Reagan or any of his congres
balanced budget by 1984. All sional followers.
of a sudden the American
2. Deregulation of natural
public has .stopped laughing. gas - Ronald Reagan wants to
They have seen Reagan deregulate natur11 gas by 1983,
elected, inaugurated and doubling and tripling natural
honeymooned . Now the gas bills to utility customers
honeymoon appears to be throughout the nation, but hit
over. Reagan has lied to the ting especially hard the con-

sumers in the northeast and
midwest. The natural gas con
sumers· will react with anger if
their utility bills rise that fast.
This ·time -their anger will not
be aimed at NFC, but at
Republican Reagan.
3. Anti-union activity
Reagan has pressed for
weakened OSHA enforcement
of regulations, repeal of the
Davis-Bacon Act, which re
quires prevailing wages to be
paid in all federal construction
programs, and a ·tough stance
against the PATCO strikers . It
will hot be Lane Kirkland who
leads the fight for organized
labor. It will be the local labor
movements that fight for bet
ter working conditions and full
employment for al I workers,
something that the AFL-CIO
has not prioritized lately.·
Kirkland seems more in
terested in securing shale oil
development in Wyoming and
Colorado, complete ~ith en
vironmental disaster and few
jobs for union members. In
Western New York, COSH and
pension rights advocates are
the main source for activism.
4. Gutting civil rights en
forcement laws - Reagan has
made many statements in op
position to discrimination
against blacks, Hispanics and
other non-caucasian persons.
However, actions speak louder
than words. He has destroyed,
via budg'et cuts, the infrastruc
ture that enforced the civil
rights laws throughout the na
tion . In addition, the Justice
cont'd. on page six

Two Students Propose Adding
An Admiralty Law Course
by James Newman

separate course in law schools
Today all maritime jurisdic
throughout the world .. Buffalo tion has a . purpose separate
Most U .B. Law students and Albany are the only law from common law; it is
found a Maritime-Admiralty schools in New York State substantially derived from civil
Law Course poll in their which do not offer at least one law. And, of course, there is an
mailboxes last Monday. Initial course in admiralty law; U.B. is extensive international con
response to the poll was the only major law school on tent. This is illustrated by the
positive. The tally to date is: the Great Lakes which does fact that until recently the
First Year 52, Second Year 42, not teach a maritime law United States Federal Court
Third Year 37, Total 131 .
course.
system contained separate' Ad
The poll also .showed that
Maritime law has an ancient miralty Courts .
many respondents are in history. The first extant com
The poll refers to some of
terested in pursuing careers as pliation of the laws of the sea the elements to be covered in
admiralty lawyers and that is the 6th Century A.D. Byzan a general course of maritime
others welcomed the chance tine Digest of Justinian. The law carriage of goods,
to study the course for its own Digest refers back to the 8th salvage rights, ocean jurisdic
merits. The latter students Century B.C. Rhodes laws. tion, etc. It is also important to
usually felt that there is a lack Although these laws may be mention , that admiralty prac
of variety of courses available mythological, it is clear that tice involves not only issues of
the earliest maritime civiliza law pertaining to craft on
in our curriculum .
The poll's sponsors feel that tions of the Mediterranean,had navigable waters, but, also, ap
a maritime law course is an ap bodies of law governing plies to personal injury cases,
propriate and a legitimate mar.itime commerce.
labor law, fishing and mineral
Later is found the extensive r,iahts, and environmental
course to be offered here. As
the poll states, Buffalo is an in Venetian 11th Century Con pollution cases.
ternational port and an impor solata de/ Mare which was
Logistically, it . would be
tant part of the Great Lakes' recognized by the ·. entire preferable if a present member
maritime ·community. Also, in Mediterranean world. In the ·df the faculty could teach this
view of the fact that U .B. is the 12th Century, Eleanore1 of course. The poll was con
only SUNY law school, many Aquitaine promulgated the ducted in order to demonstrate
graduates will practice in New Role d'Oleron which was later to the faculty and administra
York City - the largest port in introduced to England by her tion \hat the student body is in
the world. Lastly, throuahout son, .Richard the Lionhearted. terested in the course. If such a
the United States over 5000 at The Role d'Olerori is still cited faculty member cannot be
torneys practice admiralty law in -maritime cases today. Final found, then Dean Thomas
ly, the most complete codifica Headrick has suuested the
to a sianificant extent.
Maritime law is a distinct tion is the British Black Book possibility of hirin1 an adjunct
form of law and has tradi of the Admiralty written in the 1 professor from the Buffalo
tionally been addressed in a 19th Century.
maritime law community.
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Nu~lear Power Proves To Be a Costly Proposition
.by frilnk Butterini
"Believe me, Mrs. Vokes,
these dancing lessons will
make you a beautiful. dancer,
capable of dancing with .,the
most accorri11lished dancers."
-Vokes v..Arthur Murray, Inc.
Try to picture the following
in your mind. You've ordered a
new automobile of which
praises have been sung by
newspapers, trade publications
and salespeople alike. The
auto is being hailed as the
"car-of-the-future" - a sleek,
swift piece of machinery.
Thoughts about this new
model made you grow weary
of your old car. It began to
look outdated coll)pared to
what you wre seeing on the
highway. It still is reliable, but
it just doesn't seem. to have
that
pizzazz .
Besides,
everyone is saying this car will
conserve fuel like you
wouldn't believe and you'll
never have to worry about it
starting on . some cold, gray
winter day. Your hormones are
a-stirrin'.
You immediately put
yourself on an installment pay
ment plan, eager to put your
money down and be secure in
the knowledge that one of
these gems is on its way to you .
The salesman said the final
price may go up a bit, but
that's to be expected. Besides,
it will save you much more in
gas, and it will put you out in
front; it's the mark of ex
cellence.
But lately you' ve been get
ting irked by incessant delivery
delays, along with continual
price increases to boot. A
semester has passed, payments
have been made and still no
car. Also, you've come across
newspaper articles of owner
complaints about your model 's
failure to perform consistently .
They also complain that the
car is difficult to handle even
when it is running. In fact, a
number of drivers have
brought negligence suits claim
ing injuries due to the car's
design decificencies.

The news of delays and price '
incr~ases
come . lik_e
clockwor~. • You finally sit
down and figure out the
etonomics of this "dream
deal" - you discover that
you're going to end up paying
several times more for this car
than you ever expected . Reality sets in, you've already laid
down a couple of thousand
dollars, its still a hazy day in
the future when the hardware
will arrive, and then you can
anticipate heavy maintenance
costs to keep it on the road .
Suddenly your old car doesn't
look so old anymore.
ls there a way oµt? Can you
get your money back? Perhaps .
But if you are reading this arti
cle, chances are you may be
stuck and you will be paying
for it. The question is, should
you throw good money after
bad . Welcome to the world of
public utilities'.
Niagpa✓Mohawk Power
Corp., the supplier of electrici
ty to most of the Western New
York area, is currently con
structing a nuclear power
plant on the shores of Lake On
tario. The plant, on which con
struction began in 1973, is call
ed Nine Mile 11.
Niagara Mohawk estimated
that it would take three years
and $450 million to construct.
With construction less than
half complete by this past spr
ing, the state Public Service
Commission ordered an audit
of the pr~ject. The audit con
cluded that the plant wbuldn't
be completed until the late
1980's and the final cost would
run about $6 billion, or four:
teen times original estimates.
The audit characterized
Niagara Mohawk's original
cost
, projections
as
"unrealistically low" and
predicted that the price of its
electricity will be two and a'
half times above the going
market rate.
The Public Service Commis
sion, which has the in
congruous role of protecting
the interests of the utilities, its
investors and the general
public, has declined to hold an

Public Interest Law
Group States Policy
The Buffalo Public Interest
Law Program, Inc. is a not-for
profit corporation organized
by law students in 1979. In
recog·n ition of our obligation
as law students and future
members of 'the legal com
munity to contribute to public
interest ··efforts, the program
seeks to offer opportunities to
law students to work in public
interest law at reasonable rates
of comp·ensation. In 1980, we
were able .to · sponsor three
summer internships. Last sum
mer, four "intern·ships were
sporisoreo - ·one- e~c·h at
f>risoner's Legal Services,
Client Advocacy Services,
Chautauqua <;ouhty Legal Ser
vices, and· legal Services · ~or
the Elderly. In ea·ch case,
students were selected on the
basis of their own proposals
and agency requirements, and

were compensated with ap
proximately $1350 for ten or
eleven weeks of work.
Students and their employers
have been very satisfied with
the success of this program .
This year, we hope to be
able to sponsor an increased
number of internships, not on
ly · during the summer, but
possibly during the academic
year ·as well. We would also
like to make more students
aware of the program, and to
get them involved in various
public interest law projects . ·
·we will be holding a
meeting on Monday, October
12, at 3:30 . p.m . in Room 107.
All first, second and third year
students are invited to attend.
If you are interested in the
organization, but canot attend
the meeting, leave a note in
Box 375 .

inquiry into whether the construction of .the plant should
be halted. Yet earlier this year,
an administrative law judge for
the Commission said that participation in Nine Mile II by
Central Hudson Gas a_n d Electric would bankrupt that company.
Niagara-Mohawk executives
must have the hair on their
backsides standing on end,
since the company's investment in Nine Mile II currents
accounts for well over onequarter of the company's total
capital, and final tabulations

reactors for commerical uses,
motivated not so much by
market analysis but by
engineering prestige and
government favors.
Pringle and Spigelman contend that pressure on utilities
to go nuclear was considerable . Manufacturers
made technical promises that
couldn't be kept . They
describe the sale of two reactors by GE to the energy-rich
Tennesee Valley Authority in
1966 as Nuclear Power's biggest breakthrough. The deal
stunned most utility executives

scrounge the earth looking for
ways to spend more dollars
and thus receive a larger net
profit.
Thus, in the constant cor
porate struggle for legal
tender, it serves the best in
terests of utility executives and
their constituent stockholders
to seek greater costs whenever
possible. Their modus vivendi
is to · use capital "wastefully"
on marginal construction pro
jects and to, seek out greater
construction, engineering and
consultant costs whenever
feasible.Their work motto
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are still not in. (Long Island
Lighting leads the state with a
whooping fifty percent of its
capital sunk into nukes).
Critics contend that the
Public Service Commission
must do a sweeping examina
tion of whether the project
should be stopped in its tracks .
They contend that the state's
energy
needs
do
not
necessitate the construction of
this plant. In fact, Niagara
Mohawk, which was predicting
annual 7 percent increases in
electricity consumption a few
years ago, now states that the
annual rate is at one percent,
and should remain there
through early 1983.
· But Niagara Mohawk of
ficials are blaming the cost
spiral on the mass of
regulatory chaos they have to
contend with - a response
that is standard throughout the
industry.
Challenging the corporate
party line is a new book, The
Nuclear Barons, which argues
that the idea of making elec
tricity from atoms has never
made much economic or
technological sense. The
authors, British journalist Peter
Pringle and former Australian
government official James
Spigelman, say that utility ex
ecutives the world over have
longed for nukes, much like
dreaming about that sleek,
sexy car. They've· sunk billions
of dollars into them, and have
looked the other way when
their drearh machines produce
more grief than power. They
note that large companies, like
Genera I
EI ec tr.i c
and
Westinghouse were under con
tinual promptihg from military
officials after World War -II to
find positive uses for atomic
technology. This was done by
the military to help justify
huge atomic research budgets
in Congress. GE, Babcock &
Wilcox and Westinghouse
came to compete throug~out
the 1950's by adapting mil1tary

the hOme of Jim •nd Mmdy M11rlu, u;lu, "" •bo.t 10 di.su,1:er
thlll their u1i/i1y b;J/ Ms iou slty-hith. Ut's w.t,:h!'

who then began a mad dash to
get one of their own. As it turn
ed out, GE had supplied TVA's
reactors at an artificially low
price in an effort to lure
buyers. When executives asked
for the same prices, they found
that they were no longer
available . Price escalations
became the rule.
The early justification for
nuclear power was that ' it
would produce energy " too
cheap to meter." But in reality,
according to the 1tomic In
dustrial Forum and other in
dustry lobbyists, completed
nuclear power plants were
already 50 percent more ex
pensive than equivalent coal
units by the mid-1970's. It is
predicted that this differential
will rise to 75 percent by the
late 1980's.
Pringle and Spigelman at
tribute much of nuclear
power's appeal to the lure of
sexy "Big Science." They
remark that "utility executives
have been trapped into going
nuclear by a seductive cam
paign of manufacturer's propaganda, fascination wi th new
technology and queS t ions of
corporate preS t ige."
But Alfred Kahn, the
nation's ordained inflation
fighter during the Carter Administration and a Cornell
economist, argues that utility
executives are not innocent
sheep being led to economic
slaughter. In his primer on
pub Ii c regu I at ion,
The
Economics of Regulation, · he
argues that it is the. nature of
the utility executive job to
spend his or her hours devising
ways to exploit their monopoly
sta tu s and reap greater
economic harvests. Kahn
points out utilities are granted
monopoly control over their
markets, in return for being ·
confined to receiving a certain
set percentage of profit on
their expenditures. Since they
can't get more profit per spent
dollar, their executives

becomes: "To make money,
you have to waste money."
To Kahn, this "exploitation"
by utility executives is the
result of their pouncing on the
inherent weaknesses of the
regulatory system . To effec
tively regulate the expenses of
utilities would require a
"detailed ,
day-by -day,
tr ans action- by-transaction,
and decision-by -decision
review of every aspect of the
company's operation ." It's
believed that any company
could only operate at a glacial
pace l!nder such management.
Regulators can do little more
than review major decisions,
with a chance of doing some
cutting and snipping along the
edges . Courts have denied
regulators the authority to
substitute their judgements for
any utility company decisions
that have a shred of empirical
rationale to back them up. As a
result , utility executives
adhere to the maxim of the
late, great Robert Moses: once
you sink in the first stake,
they'll never make you pull it
up.
There have been a number
of remedies suggested to this
state of consumer affairs .
Ralph Nader has advocated
the establishment of citizen
watchcfog commissions to
monitor utility decisions. Such
a commission, which has had
some success in Wisconsin,
would require legislative ap
proval. Others advocate the
public take-over of utilities, an
occurance which has happen
ed in several areas in New York
and in the rest·of the country.
But in the meantime, Presi
dent Reagan and dentist
turned Energy Secretary James
Edwards, have advocated
greater nuclear power plant
construction. The Reag~n ad
ministration has increased
spending on nuclear research
and construction programs,
one of the few non-defense
areas to win a budget increase.
Stay tuned.
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Thousands Converge on D.C.
To Protest Reagan's Policies
by Ward Oliver and

Sixpack", would not be at
tracted to the pro-social ser
vice theme(Jobs, Justice, Com.People began to ·gather passion) of the Solidarity Day
around the Washington Monu- scheduled by the AFL-CIO for
ment in the early morning as Washington,
D .C.
on
buses and carloads of pro- September 19. It appears that
testers from across the nation Mr. Crawford's predictive skills
arrived in the capital . There aren't as sharp as he would
was a festive feeling in the air have us believe.
balloons floated and
The fact that the overplacards waved even before. whelming majority of these
the scheduled start of the rally. people were, to again borrow
All morning long the mass of Mr. Crawford's terminology,
people swelled.
"real work-class stiffs," hardly
Early radio reports listed the lends support to his thesis of a
crowd's size as 500,000 people, serious indeological split bet
a number later verified by ween labor's leadership and its
Cable News Network. Even if membership. Whatever may be
the correct figure Iies the significance of this turnout
somewhere between half a for the future direction of the
million people and the Na- country, at the very least it was
tional Park Service's estimate a demonstration of spirit that
of 260,000, it still amounts to has not been visible in the
the largest rally ever held in American labor movement for
Washington, D .C. This a long time.
assemblage was even more imAlthough many groups, in
pressive when one considers eluding environmental, civil
the distances people traveled . rights, and women's rights,
A group of Seattle trade planned the event with the
unionists, for example, cancell- AFL-CIO, the "union flavor", as
ed their U.S. flight because of the Washington P05t described
the PATCO strike, drove to it, was most prominent .
Vancouver, flew to Tornoto, Throughout the morning, buses
and from there took buses to arrived with passengers from
D.C. Much is made in the press virtually every area of the
about how organized labor is country (including 5,000 from
out of touch with the Western New York, and at last
American worker. Based on count, 11 law students from
last Saturday's showing, we UB). Under a sunny sky they
wonder just who is really out congregated, donning brightly
of touch .
colored caps bearing union inReaders of the New_ York signias and unfurling banners.
Times on September 17, 1981 Machinists from Vermont met
were "treated" to Alan fellow machinists from
Crawford's analysis of the con- . Chicago. Hospital workers
temporary labor scene. It was from the Bronx joined their
Mr. Crawford's prediction that brothers and sisters from North
the American worker, i.e. "Joe Carolina. Blacks, whites, and
Earl Pfeffer

Hispanics, young and old, con
verged to demonstrate their
opposition to the social
policies of the Reagan Ad
ministration.
A little known fact about
this rally is that it was born
here in Buffalo. Last winter,
the Western New York Labor
Coalition For Jobs, organizing
local trade unions around the
issue of high unemployment in
the Buffalo area, conceived
the possibility of a rally in
Washington this summer. A
meeting last December
brought union representatives
from all over Western New
York to Buffalo to discuss a na
tional labor response to the
failure of our government to
establish an effective program
to abate the current
joblessness, which is especially
high in the northeast. Then last
spring, over 100 delegates
from locals and internationals,
representing 17 states, met
here to lay the groundwork for
a · national march on
Washington this fall to protest
the economic and social
policies of the Reagan ad
ministration. In early summer
-the AFL-CIO national leader
ship joined the call for a
Washington rally and the rest
is history.
Few people expected the
response to be so overwhelm
ing. Spread across the field
that morning were unions
covering ·nearly every segment
of American working life. From
the Applachians came the
United Mine Workers, while
the Steelworkers and Auto
Workers represented urbaniz
'ed north. 60,000 workers mar-

Parkers Irate At Ticketing
Parking problems continue
to plague students at the
Amherst campus one month
after the start of classes. With
the opening of the Knox lec
ture halls and Baird . music
buildings, the number of
available parking spots has
substantially decreased. A
common complaint is that the
lot presently under construc
tion south of Cooke-Hoch
stedter halls should have been
completed before the opening
of the new buildings.
According to Director of
Facilities Planning, Dr. John
Neal, however, adequate park
ing . exists if only students
would avail themselves of
north lots P4 and PS. The crux Remember this day?
of student complaints,
though,is that upon entering September, approximately Construction has been under
the campus from the south 1060 illegally parked vehicles way for about one year, which,
they search through all of the were ticketed at the Amherst Neal claims, is "neither an
unusual nor inappropriate
parking lots south of the campus.
academic spine, only to find
Although two parking lots length of time for completing a
there are no available spots .are now under construction, durable lot." The Marriott
after about 9:30 a .m. Face4 one south of Cooke-Hoch Hotel's parking facilities took
with the decision to either stedter which will hold about over a year to complete. The
travel a mile around the spine 400 cars and one northeast of real problem, according to Dr.
to the north lots (and end up the field house which will hold Neal, has been one of release
late for class) or abandon their about 200 cars, completion of of funds by Albany. "The pro
vehicles alona fire lanes h9p- _these lots t~is fall depe~s ject doesn't start until the state
ing to not be ticketed before upon aood weather (so . don t releases the funds. The whole
moving them, they frequently be . surprised if ~hey're still Amherst campus was suppos
opt for the. latter. Ou ring working o~ them next year). ed to be completed already."

,..--
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Organized labor shows its dissatisfaction with Reagan policies

ched under the banner of the sheer size of the g;ithering. The
American Federation of State, shared purpose of everyone's
County and Municipal presence and the resulting
Employees, next on Reagan's camaraderie seemed to give all
hit list after PATCO. The a sense of hope and a realiza
Amalgamated Clothing and tion that the.. .p ower to create a
Textile Workers and the Inter more just society does in fact
national Ladies' Garment lie with the voting public.
At least it made these two
Workers came from both the
North and the South. Teachers observers realize that from the
marched with the American perspective of the government
Federation of Teachers, while and big business, there is more
their university counterparts to be feared from,, organized
marched with the Association labor than •the demands for
of American University Pro larger paychecks and more ex
fessors . Migrant workers tensive health and safety
displayed the red banners of regulation . Ultimately, the
the United Farmworkers and trade union movement has the
the Farm Labor Organizing capacity to mobilize the
Committee. . Legal Services American worker into a very
workers (yes, even lawyers) potent political force . It is
marched under the District 65 significant that the largest
emblem (UAW). And perhaps march on Washington in
most imortant, PATCO was United States history occurred
there, the victim of Reagan's without the support and
anti-labor sentiment and thus assistance of any of the news
one of the catalysts of the media .
In feeling their power, the
demonstration.
marchers'
passions were high.
While people gathered,
A
prime
target
of the_ir wrath
various musicians and vocal
the
military
budget, cur
was
groups supplied bluegrass,
folk, and salsa music . The mor rently growing at the expense
ning began with "God Bless of social programs 50 years in
America" and ended with Pete the making. If the protesters'
Seeger singing and strumming words were harsh, it was in
his banjo for the crowd, as he response to the callousness of
has on so many other impor , a president who wants to
tant occasions. Although the substitute catsup as · a
music was of diverse origin, it vegetable in the school lunch
united those present. Whether program, who wants to reduce
explicitly political or not, its unemployment benefits in the
significance lay in its face of a shrinking economy,
grassroots sources. It might and who has 'made drastic cuts
have been the music in federally funded medical
associated with a particular care and foocl programs
ethnic group or region or without' considering the im
movement, but on Saturday, pact on the individuals who
September 19, it was the music presently need those pro
of all American working peo grams.
As they marched, the par
ple.
ticipants s-ang-labor hymns and
Around one o'clock in the chanted expressions .of protest
afternoon, the procession to and solidarity. At one point, a
the Capitol began. Every union darkening sky and blustering
·marched behind a banner pro wind threatened the event.
claiming its name. It took three How.ever, as the march pro
hours for all the marchers to ceeded, the sky bega.n to cl~ar.
make the short trip to the Hill. Finally, assembled on the lawn
The rest of the crowd lined the · before the Capitol, the people
streets and cheered the pro listened to Lane Kirkland (AFL
testers as they rallied by.· CIO), Coretta Scott King,
Union members carried signs Doug_las Fraser (United
with messages to the govern Autoworkers), Sam · Church
ment: "OSHA Saves Lives, (United Mine Workers), Bayard
Don't Weaken ltl," "ERA," Rustin, Benjamin "Hooks
"Dim Jim Watt," "Organized (NAACAP), and Eleanor Smeal
Labor Opposed to Social (National Organization of
Security Cuts." Auto workers Women) rally against the in
displayed placards deqying justices being advanced by the ·
the proposed cuts in the stu present · administration .
dent loan program. Besides the Perhaps the best· expression of
unions, there were organiza what the, d1y meant came from
tions as varied as the Gray Pan Sam Church: "We did not
thers, the N~tional Lawyers choose this.battle; it was thrust
Guild, the Baltimore Women's upon us by President Reagan, a
Union, as well as several te- president who claims to have a
nant and student groups.
mandate
from
the
All day there was an elec- · pedple. . .Well, we are the peo
tricity in the air that grew out pie and I proelain that if
of something other than the thebattle must be, let it be."

ETHICS -EXAM
- t~·be re_q uired·,for 1983, i 984 graduates
: - virtually certain to be required for Summer ·
1982 examinees

TEST -~D ATE: NOVEMBER 13
You must be registered for test by October 16
SENIORS: If you choose riot to take the test in
November, YQU have ONLY the March exam ·
to pass the ethics portion prior to fall bar
exam.
'
JUNIORS: You may take the November exam.

BAR/BRI HAS A . LIMITED NUMBER OF
TEST. REGISTRATION FORMS

ALL Bar/Bri Enrollees m.ay take the
-Bar/Bri Ethics Course for
NO ADDITIONAL CHARGE
(although you must put down $50 toward your final amount due).

Tentative Tape Showings: Thurs., Nov. 5; Sun., Nov. 8

Enroll in BAR/BRI at t.h e discount rate of $475
·DISCOUNT E-NDS OCTOBER 15
$50 free:.es the course price ·

The course taken by
more.people -.tudylng for
the NY ·exam last year
than all other courses
combined.

See one of these representatities:
Judy Hollender
Orest Bendrij
Lori Marian
Dana Cowan
Ruth Pollack
Carol Cramer
Cheryl Possenti
Rocky D'Aloisio
Christopher Reed
Ann·Demopolis
Aldric Reid
Ellen Dickes
Joe Ruh
Pat DoQley
Steve Sheinfeld
Mike Doran
Mark SU%Umoto
John Feroleto
Richard Roberts
Paula Feroleto
Robin Romeo
Arthur Scott Garfinkel
Karen
Russ
Leander Hardaway
Tanya Ha"ey
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Commentary

Attica Recalled
.
Ten·Years Later

Homegrown Comedy at Mullif5a'ns

'

by Amy Ruth Tobol

•

On September 14, 1981 the
National Lawyer's Guild-Buf
falo Chapter sponsored a Ten
Year Commemorative Program·
remembering the massacre at
the Attica State Correctional
Facility on September 13, 1971 .
On that day, inmates who
had taken over part of the
prison in an attempt to
highlight the urgency of their
needs (poor food, poor health
care, no training or drug
rehabilitation programs) were
violently subdued by state
troopers . These troopers for
cibly took back control of the
prison by firing indiscriminate
ly into the crowd of inmates
and killing 43 persons and
wounding many more.
Liz Fink, an attorney current,, ly working on the civil suits
which were filed as a result of
the re-taking of Attica, in
troduced and discussed the
film "Attica" which was shown
that evening. Ms. Fink em
phasized that although _the
troopers were responsible for
firing 3000 rounds of ammuni
tion into a crowd of unarmed
men, thus causing the death of
43 people, no criminal charges
have been filed against them .
Instead, charges were filed
against many of the inmates
who were thought to be the
"leaders" of the rebellion .
Years of working through many
of these criminal trials delayed
the filing of a civil suit until
1974. A class action suit, cur
rently in front of Judge Elfin,
was filed on behalf of the in
mates who were injured or kill
ed and their families, is cur_., rently in the discovery stage in
Federal Court (Inmates of At
tica v. Rockefeller).
The Attica rebellion and
subsequent massacre forced
the public to question the ef
fectiveness of prisons as a
remedy to increasing crime
rates, and to question the
validity and legitimacy of the
use of such incredible force
and violence on human beings
by the state.
Yet, ten years later, on
September 18, 1981, an af
fidavit was filed in U.S. District
Court on behalf of Special
Housing Unit inmates alleging
that they had been gassed and
beaten in their cells on
September 11, and since that
date, had been deprived of
bedding, clothing and showers.
According to the affidavit, the
inmates had been locked up
after an altercation in the din
ing room . During the lockup, a
guard dropped some of the
food he was serving them on
..,,:, the ground, and proceeded to
give an inmate the · food
anyway. The inmate refused to
take the food, threw water on
it, • and was threatened by a
guard who subsequently left
without feeding the inmates.
• - i Throughout the night, inmates
continued to shout and make
noise as wel.l as throw water
and "personal items" out of
their cells in protest. The next
day, the affidavits allege, they

.

were gassed and beaten.
The recent developments at
Attica illustrate that the Attica
rebellion brought very little
change in prison conditions at
that facility. And from time to
time, the media continues to
report flare-ups at other
facilities around the country.
The story seems to be the
same, only the names and
dates have changed - prison
facilities are inhuman and
debilitating, evidenced by the
high rate of recidivism. Cer
tainly the prison system as it
now operates is ineffective as
a remedy for criminal
behavior.
We need to remember At
tica, because we need to
remember that an ever increas
ing segment of the population
is being confined to prisons;
that new prisons are being con
structed; that these prisons are
producing very angry people.
We are not really dealing with
the problems of crime and
those who commit crimes by
allocating more monies for the
construction of prisons which
the government has recently
done .
We
need
to
acknowledge that an increas
ing sense of powerlessness and
helplessness, a continuous
decrease of paychecks,
welfare checks, food stamps,
etc., will continue to breed the
kind of frustration and
desperation that often leads to
crime. The sense of wor
thlessness that our children
will feel as they go through in
adequate educational pro
grams with limited job
availabilities ahead adds to the
growing tension in this coun
try. It is here, too, as it was in
Attica, that the frustration,
desperation and struggle to
survive, will, if not addressed,
explode into another rebellion .
Rockefeller is no lo_l)ger with
us - but Reagan is. And as the
new prisons become filled, and
as the streets become
overloaded with unemployed,
impoverished people, Attica
will happen again and
again. There is much truth to
the chant, Attica is all of us.

by Dana Brutman

that they ali had on occasion
"spit a few comic balls" betTuesday at the "non"-club ween themselves but this was
side of Mulligan's on Hertel, a their first real crack at con
Full Moon rose over a crowd of solidating their talents. The
ex-Tralfamadore-Room com- majority of the show, however,
edy enthusiasts. Three _come- remained based on their in
dians who used to frequent the dividual stand-up routines.
open-mike show at the Trait
Reed Rankin displayed a
combined their talents with a . pleasi.ng ability for impersona
theatrical comic actress from tions. His imitation of Jack
New Yo~k City and formed an Nicholson at the Academy
association they call the Full . Awards, introducing a film
Moon. As evidenced by the about obscene flippers, wa
presence of their fans and very much enjoyed .
friends, Buffalo st ill exhibits a
Pancho Parrish initially ap
continuing affection for the peared as Francis Ford
home grown comedians.
Thunderbird, wearing a beanie
The association, comprised and wax eyes with springs at
of Reed Rankin, Pancho Par- tached to the sockets, and to
rish, Dora Evans, and Tom accent his real personality he
Stratton, had originally plann- carried a wind-up shaker.
ed to open their first night
Tom Stratton, who is a na
back on the Buffalo comedy tionally known cartoon writer
beat with a credit film. Reed and has been published in
Rankinexplainedtousthatthe Playgirl
magazine,
is
camera equipment had. noticeably short. He is maybe,
mysteriously failed them when _ give or take a bit, 4 foot 5 in
they used the lens. The comics ches . His condescending
improvised through the use Qf humor somehow fits, in sort of
assorted props, special effects awkward precision, with his
by Tom Romano, and a logo of unimpressive physique.
a full moon with a courageous
The prevailing comedy was
pig outlined on the corner. a
combination
of
Animal noises, phone rings,
and star wars were spiritually wholesomeness and absurdity,
matched to the moves made topped with a few sexually
by the man-powered flying overtoned pranks provided by
credits.
Dora Evans. A fellow law student, Stu Shapiro, was the
Each .o f the male comedians guest attraction. He sang out,
has been pushing his comic and had us join in on some old
wares around for years as a horn jokes and jingles in a style
solo stand-up. I was informed reminiscent of Ario Guthrie.

The Full Moon has several
creases to . iron out. Much of
their stand-up adventures need
to be rehearsed and there are
places in which they need to
add a little flavor. But mostly
these comics remain more of
an association than a real
team . They need to learn how
to combine their talents to off
set more evenly each others'
particular humor. I was told by
the comedians that they were
continuously writing new
material, and perhaps , with
time, some of these will be
smoothed out.
In any case the necessary
zeal and comic push was pre- _
sent. Mulligan's service unfor
tunately was off the mark. We
didn't get served all night and
had to slither our of our seats
and journey to the bar during
the show if we wanted
anything to drink . But the
decor was nicely done; we
each had a flowe-r on our table
and a matching pink napkin.
The Full Moon is appearing
at Mulligan's e\(ery Thursday
night. They hope to supply ad
ditional guest attractions
weekly . This writer was inform
ed that they will be changing
the show each week with new
skits as well. Mulligan's could
grow to be the new place in
Buffalo for comedy on Thurs
day nights. · In fact, it may be
the only place for comedy in
Buffalo on Thursday nights. If
you are looking for a little ab
surd zeal , check it out.
c ont ·d. from page two

Reagan's Policies Condemned
Department has reversed past
policy concerning affirmative
action, school busing and
educational rights of aliens. It
is clear that the minority
groups in this nation must
make themselves known once
again . Using the tools that Dr.
Martin King left behind, the
minorities must march and
demonstrate, protesting . the
policies of benign neglect that
Ronald Reagan espouses .
Policies must be established
that secure meaningful jobs
for all people, affording
economic and social stability
to all people, and not just
Reagan's Perrier crowd.

Finally, Ronald Reagan will
be destroyed from within. The
Moral Majority will start to
fight Reagan, the conservative
libertarian wing will fight the
president over corporate sub
sidies for Reagan' s friends,
Wall Street will fight for more
budget cuts and Nancy Regan
will fight for mor~ fine china.
In addition, other consti
tuencies will awaken . James
Watt's bugle has played
reveille to a swarm of en
vironmentalists angered over
Reagan's callous disregard for
the nation's natural resources.
Family planning advocates will
battle in Congress for needed

dollars to finance their opera
tions, ·and pro-choice forces
wili assemble a war chest to
defeat supporters of the
"human life amendment" to
the Constitution.
As statf:!d before, there is a
ship of state at sea, and an ac
tor at the helm. Yet his
militaristic, aristocratic style
may prove to be too powerful
for Bonzo's keeper. Reagan
will see in the next few months
increased resistance to his pro
grams, a hesitance by Wall
Street and Congress to support
them, and by the November
1982 election, opposition from
all parts of the natio·n,

Women Law
Students' Assoc.

Af\l\Outu.i 141 ·

OPEN MEETING

WOM!N LAy( S1'U'MN-r~~

Today, 4 p.m.
5th floor
Faculty Lounge
Agenda will include:
membership plans , by
laws, dues, program plan
ning, conference plans,
and child care and
much more ...
We will also be seeking
chairwomen and members
for our committees :
publicity, community
liason, faculty liason, child
care, fundraising, con
ference, etc.
Pleue join us. Kids
welcome, Bring ideas, too.
Tell friends!' Don't forget!!
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Spor~. Roundup By U.B. Law School's Own, Grantland Rice
by Steven Geb:off

One can't help wondering if
there isn't something about
playing games for a living·that
causes adults to behave "like
reform school .dropouts. Ap
parently, a guaranteed spot in
the playoffs has caused the at
tention of several players to·
wander - into-the crowd to be
specific. · Last week Reggie
Smith, charged in after a ver
b a I I y abusive fan at
Candlestick Park, a la Cesar
Cendeno, and according to
Reggie, he got in his licks. On
the same night, in St. Louis,

Pete Rose swung a bat m the
direction of two'1:>bscene spec
tators, mistaking their heads
for Bruce Sutter curve balls.
Fortunately, he fared no better
than most batters do against
the Cardinal ace, and no one
was injured. Add to these in
cidents Mr. Cedeno's assault
on an unfriendly spectator a
few weeks ago, and Gary
Templeton's obscene gestures
at his home-town crowd in St.
Louis, and we have a scene
more akin to professional
wrestling than baseball.
The fans aren't to be held
blameless, however. Many are
capable of spending more on

ballpark ·beer than the aveiage
U.B. student spends on tuition,
and what they don't drink is
usually hurled at visiting
players. Until teams are willing
to improve stadium security,
this will continue, and
ballplayers are going to have
to accept this fact. As long as

the fans do not venture on to
the field, it is out of their
hands. If Messrs. Smith, Rose
and Cedeno can!_lot accept the
current-situation, they should
find another profession.
Not all the violence has
been confined to the stands
this month. Reggie Jackson,
after belting one against Den
ny of Cleveland, completed his
home run trot with a beautiful
flying tackle of the Cleveland
pitcher in retaliation for having
been thrown at during a prior
at bat. Not being one to idly sit
by and watch his rival steal the
headlines in the next day's
paper, Steinbrenner announc
ed that in the future any pit
cher throwing at a Yankee will
be faced with a lawsuit within
24 hours. All at}surdity aside,
the possible effects of such a
concept is phenomenal. An in
fielder cut down by a runner's
spikes would appear to have a
similar cause of action (see
Prosser on Base Running), and
the application of such a doc
trine to football would require
teams to employ on-field
counsel and devote half their
training camps to a seminar on
footbaJI torts.
Lost amidst all the recent
events was the 1981 Soccer
Bowl. Thanks to the-NASL who
scheduled the game in Exhibi- ·
tion Stadium, which could only
hold the game on Saturday
night, there was no live televi
sion coverage, and by Sunday
anyone who might have been
interested, wasn't any longer.

Thus, the ratings were
disastrous. Chicago won the
game in a shootout, no less,
following 105 minutes of
scoreless soccer in front of
37,000 who had come expec
ting to see a wide-open high
scoring game. Overall, the
league's success this year was
so overwhelming that five
teams are packing it in. Unfor
tunately there isn't another
Pele to revive the sport, and
thus interest is fading fast in
spite of the gradually improv
ing quality of play.
There are a few bright spots.
.One is the Montreal Ma·nic
·who drew 58,000 for one of its
playoff games. Participation
and interest at the school
levels are improving, . for
another, and if only the league
can hold on for five or· ten
years, a new source of fan sup
port should be forthcoming.
*

*

*

As September ends, and
winter begins in Buffalo, we
turn our attention to the rink,
and find a totally realigned
NHL, designed to cut travel
costs, and improve regional
rivalries.
The Rangers, Islanders and
Flyers remain together, but on,
ly one can go to the semifinals
under the new set-up. The
Sabres join two rapidly fading
hockey .powers, Montreal and
Boston, neither of which won a
playoff game last year, and
thus the. Sabres should repre
sent that division in the semis.
Performances by Minnesota
and Y1. Louis in the midwest,
and Los Angeles and Calgary
and Edmonton in the western
division cause the league to
seem a lot more balanced than
one might have thought when
the new alignment was an
nounced . Under the new
schedure, each t~am faces its

division rivals eight times, and
plays only three games against
everyone else. The balanced
schedule of the prior two years
was counter-productive, and
was retained .only because
several owners of Canadian
teams, concerned about attendance, threatened to throw
themselves in front of Bobby
Hull slapshots if Montreal
di~n't come in at least twice a
year.
Concerning the probable
outcome of the season, last
year proved that finishing near
the top in the regular season is
worth ab9ut as much as a Q*,
so if will suffice to predict that
Washington, Detroit, Colorado, Hartford and Winnipeg
will all repeat as failures, with
the remaining 16 teams making
the playoffs.
Overall, the Islanders should
prove again to be the class of
the league, with the Rangers,
Philadelphia, St. Louis, Buffalo, Calgary, Minnesota, Edmonton and Montreal all having ·a shot at finishing a distant
second.
College football is in full swing, with the first week providing more surprises than last
spring's Corp I final. Alabama,
Nebraska and Michigan were
stung by Georgia Tech, Iowa
and Wisconsin. All three got
revenge the following week,
Michigan's coming at the expense of the then-Number-One
Irish. Notre Dame has now lost
two in a row to Big 10 teams.
USC is currently king of the
hill, rallying to a 28-24 . will
against Okl~homa in what may
turn out to be the game of the
year.
Of the three unbeaten teams
after four weeks in the NFL, on
ly Miami is a surprise. Don
Shula's rebuilding program is
well ahead of schedule,
although it took a holding call

'

to hold on to a three point win
. last week 1n Baltimore. Other
improvements this'year can be .
credited to Kansas City and
Cincin"atti, · who are both 3-1
and on top in their respective .
divisions, though K.C. has to
share its position with S.D. and
Denver.
·
The Bills, already two games
out, found tl')eir once seeming
ly invincible defense yielding
47 points in the last two
defeats, against Philly, who
they could have beaten and
against the Bengals, who they
.sho(Jld have beaten. The Jets
finally escaped from the ranks
of the winless, -as Todd-to
Walker again became a viable
threat. Much of the credit for
last week's rout of Houston
must go to.Mike Augastiniak, a
fullback who can run, but
more importantly, loves to
block, thus putting the running
game in gear.
Across the Hudson and up
Route 3, the Giants have sud
denly rediscovered respectability, and possess one of the
stingiest defenses against the
run . Neither Rodgers or
Dorsett could come close to
100 yards against the New
Jersey triangle.
The NFC, however, , appears
likely to send the same five
teams to the playoffs again,
provided of course that- future
episodes of "All My Rams" are
as successful as the last two.
With Kramer back, the Vikings
should dominate the otherwise
dull NFC Central.
*

*

Fina-lly, I'm sure you're all
dying to find out who the
defendant is in this week's
malpractice suit. This week we
bring suit against the offensive
line of the Houston Oilers for
allowing its quarterback, Ken
Stabler, to be sacked eight ,...
times in each of the last two
games.

Securities Symposium
by Joyce Funda

RES IPSA-LOQUITUR

•

'The Piepu -New York State ., Multistau Bar
Review offers an integrated approach to the New
York Bar Exam. We emphasiu sophisticated
mt~ry uchniquts, essay writing skills and aconcise,
organized presmfJltion of Ult law. You will be
prepared (Ind confo)mt.

AflJHl NEW Yau<-MUL11SIA1E.BAR REVIEW
It Spab For ltalf.
SCHOOL REP:

John Sch~us

1517 Franklin Avenue
Mineola, New Yorlc, 115()1
(516) 747-4311

Limited Enrollment. Early Registration Discount to Nov. 30, 1981

U.B. Law School will host a
symposium on . Securities
Regulation and the Capital
Raising Process for Small
Issuers on Friday, October 16,
1981 in the Moot Court Room .
The program, which will be
held from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m., is being sponsored by the
Law School, the U.S. Securities
and Exchange Commission
(New .. York · Regional
Office),and the Erie County
Bar Association.
The faculty for the sym
posium is composed of staff
members of the SEC, Buffalo
area accountants and at-

New Faculty
Human Rights. We_ find out
what their needs are, and work
through them ." Professor
Rimar also brought back ideas
for the clinic from a U.N. con
ference she attended in
Geneva, Switzerland this sum
mer. While at the meeting of
the U.N. SubcQmmission on
the Prevention of Discrimina
tion and the Protection of
Minorities, she made valuable

torneys and faculty members
of the U.B. L-aw School, in
cluding Prof. Barbara Blumen
thal, Prof. Roger B. Deitz and
Dean Thomas E. Headrick.
The program has particular
ly important implications for
Western New York whose
future depends on stimulating
the expansion of small
businesses.
The $50 fee for the' seminar
includes a luncheon ticket and
a set of course materials.
However, law students will be
welcome at the sessions (ex
cept for lunch) without char1e.
Further information may be
obtained in Dean Headrick's
office, Room 319.
cont'd. from page one

contacts in her field.
On October 30-31, UB Law
School will present a Collo
quium on lntemational"Human
Rights Law and Policy. Topics
will Include human ri1hts
policy and forei1n affairs, and
international human riahts law
in domestic courts.
Professor Rimar is plannina
to teach .a clinic on immiar•
tion next semester.

~

•
'-

ENrtOLL BY
OCT. 23
SAVE $100

Some things are better the second time around - taking the bar exam
isn't one of them.
Take a good look at the Marino-Josephson/BRC Course and we think
you will agree that there is no better assurance that you will have to take
the New Yark Bar Exam only once.
No other course has our experience (over thirty years with the New
,, ·vork exam and seven years with the Multistate Exam), our record (over
30,000 New York attorneys, consistently superior New York passing
rates; exceptional Mu ltistate performance), our materials-(our Capsule
Outlines and Law Su~maries prepared by the same people who produce
the Sum & Substance of Law series and annotated and edited by the
Marino staff), the lecturers (drawing from Marino;s experienced staff of
bar exam specialists and B RC's faculty of over ninety outstanding law
teachers) or ou(uniquel.y effective study program (the Programmed
Learning System featuring constant feedback, pacing and discipl-ine).
.

uar1no•
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Mike Athan&
Howard Bluver
Andrew Cataldo
Larry Engle
Wendy Fechter
Tanina Liammari
Greg Miller
Matt Modica
Julie Rosenblum
Mark Ventrone
Keith Bond

Q

(BRC
Catherine Cleary
Glenn Frank
Julia Garver
Rick Juda, Jr.
Cynthia Locklear
Bob Lane
Diane Martin
Al Mok)'liber
Scott Nadel
· Ed Robinson
Alan Solarz

